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suggested an Anglo-German defensive alliance.45 To satisfy
Germany's fears that later British Cabinets might not keep
the agreement, he was ready to get the treaty publicly ap-
proved by Parliament; this, however, "would not prevent
the inclusion in the treaty of one or more secret articles,"
as he remarked confidentially three days later.46 Finally he
hinted that if England did not succeed in making an alli-
ance with Germany, which was the more natural for her,
she might turn toward France and Russia. This was said
as a hint but not as a threat.
There was no reason to doubt that Chamberlain was
sincerely seeking to open negotiations which should lead to
an alliance. To have succeeded would have been a great '
feather in his cap. But other members of the Cabinet,
like Lord Salisbury and Balfour, not to mention the Prince
of Wales, who were all more Francophil, were less enthu-
siastic. They were not unwilling to see his efforts fail.
Chamberlain's offer was received in Berlin with the same
suspiciousness as the proposed partition of Turkey three
years earlier- Count Billow, who had replaced Marschall
as Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, feared that a pub- \
licly announced alliance with England might involve Ger-
many in the risk of being attacked on two fronts—the Rus-
sian and the French—where the British navy would be of
«G.P,, XIV, 193-199, 212-210; Eekardatcin, I, 292f!. At a shooting
party in January, 1808, the KaLser had already suggested to the British
Military Attache the desirability of such an alliance, which he said he
hud been striving uftor for eight ynum but had met with no response*
At a luncheon at Friedriehshof in August he repeated the suggestion to
the British Ambassador. But at a dinner in December he concurred
with the Ambassador that ''there was certainly no necessity for a formal
alliance", because if it became advisable for them to act in common the
arrangements could be made in twenty-four hours; British Documents,
I, pp, 69, 100-105, The editors of the British Documents state (p. 101)
that these are the only references to the proposals of 1898 for an Anglo-
German alliance which they have boon able to find in the Foreign Office
Archives, This extraordinary fact that the British archives contain no ;
mention of the Chamberlain proposal suggests that this was his own
personal venture rather than any official move on the part of the British
Cabinet.	*« G.P., XIV, 202.

